2013 KALLESKE EDUARD SHIRAZ

GRAND Gold Medal

Mundus Vini BioFach 2016
International Organic Wine Award, Germany

Gold Medal

2015 China Wine & Spirits Awards

96 Points - 2015 WBM Wines of the Year

“A wall of perfume showing off the ripest of dark berry fruit,
lashings of fine cedary oak and dustings of exotic spice. The
palate brings it all home; soft, so supple, such depth – though
there’s amplitude that saturated the palate and yet holds a
perfect line and length”.
Mike Bennie, WBM, January/February 2016

94 Points

“Pressed to French and American hogsheads for the final
stages of fermentation; matured for 2 years. It is powerful,
and unequivocally full-bodied, black fruits totally dominant,
so much so that the tannins seem mild. Its best days are far
into the future”.
Halliday Wine Companion 2017

“Candy-like aromas of prunes and raspberries. Lots of sweet
varietal fruit dominates the mid-palate with plenty of grippy
tannins”.
Winestate Magazine, July/August 2015

This wine is 100% Organic / Biodynamic
as certified by Australian Certified Organic.

2013 KALLESKE EDUARD SHIRAZ

96 Points

“The past two Eduard vintages 2010 – 2012 – have been
outstanding and this is no different. A deep, brooding red in
the glass, it exudes a bouquet of dark fruit aromas with
subtle spice and oak. Hand-picked and matured for two years
in hogsheads, it has an intensity of black fruit flavours and
ripeness on the palate, with licorice and spice also present.
It’s a rich, elegant wine. The flavours linger long and the
tannins are fine. Very enjoyable now, but a wine with strong
cellaring potential”.
Brett Smith, Wine Jury, Geelong Advertiser

95 Points

“Beautiful. Pitch perfect. Lashings of soft fruit matched
to curls of dry, ropey tannin. Choc-peppermint characters
smooth and lift as they pass. Fantastic length. Can be
consumed either now or much later; it’s balanced and supple
and, accordingly, highly drinkable even now”.
Campbell Mattinson, The Wine Front
“The Kalleske Eduard Shiraz Old Vine Barossa Valley Shiraz
2013 is from vines planted between 1905 and 1971. The nose
is inviting with black plum, fruit cake and spice while the full
bodied palate is rich and generously flavoured with plenty of
weight and structure, finishing dry and satisfying”.
Ross Noble, Mount Barker Courier

This wine is 100% Organic / Biodynamic
as certified by Australian Certified Organic.

